YUASA BATTERY TESTING PROCEDURE
USING MDX 617(P)
START
Has the battery been
installed correctly on
the correct vehicle and
presented with valid
proof of purchase?

YES

FAIL

Carry out visual battery
inspection in line with
checking procedures in
Yuasa battery
catalogue

PASS

·
Carry out battery test using
Yuasa MDX 617(P) battery
tester

TESTER RESULT
INTERPRETATION

Check connections
between tester and battery
Check open circuit voltage
with digital multimeter

Less than 0.50 Volts
displayed by multimeter

GOOD BATTERY

GOOD - RECHARGE

The ‘YUASA WARRANTY TEST’ from the “TEST
TYPE” menu

Voltage displayed by
multimeter is below 9.00 Volts
but above 0.50 Volts

Accept
claim

Reject claim

CHARGE & RETEST

REPLACE ADVISED

Reject claim

If CHARGE &
RETEST
is the result of
the second test

REJECT CLAIM
Battery unserviceable due
to over discharge and
heavy sulphation

Battery is defective
replace battery

Battery is fully charged and
ready to use. Return to service

Fully charge battery and
return to service

Reject claim

Fully charge
battery, leave to
stand for a
minimum of 4
hours and retest

BAD CELL

IMPORTANT
Any Yuasa battery presented for warranty testing MUST
be tested using:

REJECT CLAIM

Tester does not power
up when connected to
battery

NO

REJECT CLAIM
Premature failure due to
incorrect fitment for
application is not a
manufacturing defect and
batteries presented as a
warranty claim must be
accompanied by valid
proof of purchase

Reject claim

Battery has been subjected to excessive
charge/discharge in service and is
incapable of holding charge.
Possible vehicle charging system fault,
infrequent vehicle usage, excessive
consumers on the vehicle or extreme
vehicle operating conditions (Taxi/
delivery vehicle)

Battery has lost performance due to external factors and can no longer deliver
performance compatible with original specification. Possible causes are
undercharging, overcharging, deep cycling, battery ageing and wear/tear

Accept
claim

Battery is defective
replace battery

